
On the heels of its highly-acclaimed debut CD,
The Unforgettable Sounds of Esquivel

this time with its vibraphone quartet album, Third River Rangoon 

Exotica for Modern Living series continues
 

 

"…a marvelously flexible unit…" 
—Jonathan Perry, Boston Globe

be, in the long run, a stronger exoticist than Zorn." 
—Gordon Marshall, AllAboutJazz

"…incredible arrangements, musicianship, 
and artistic direction." —Frank Alkyer, Downbeat

The Unforgettable 
Sounds of Esquivel)

Third River Rangoon, its debut 

of works was recorded live at Futura Productions in Roslindale, 

The Unforgettable Sounds of Esquivel AllAboutJazz, 
Sunday Times of London, and is currently playing in thousands of Starbucks stores world-

wide. Third River Rangoon takes the Exotica for Modern Living series in a quieter, more introspective direction 
with eight new compositions by Mr. Ho that draw from the Italian tammurriata, Albanian drone singing 

kopanitsa 
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Chinese dumpling. Together these two images suggest an unchartered, mysterious riverboat journey through 
music that explores multiple idioms in depth (without forgetting to be fun and sinfully delicious).

mistaken for a 1950s Martin Denny record, Third River Rangoon will satisfy hardcore exotica fans with hints of 
the South Pacific, Caribbean, and the numerous unchartered territories of tiki. Spicing up the recording are new 
arrangements of works from an unlikely troika of composers: Milt Raskin, Cal Tjader, and Pyotr Ilitch Tchaikovsky 
(yep!).

KAPU, brings listeners back to exotic 1959 with beautiful, 
bird-like flute playing by Geni Skendo. (Both Milt and Geni graduated from New England Conservatory—70 
years apart.) Cal Tjader, the popular Latin-jazz vibraphonist, wrote “Colorado Waltz,” an uptempo 6/8 selec-

Nutcracker, which (finally) features an 

Tev Stevig—perhaps the top polymath in the Boston “guitar-like instruments” scene—adds a hauntingly beautiful 
solo on this instrument while providing harmonic support during the rest of the arrangement. Earlier Stevig 

kopanitsa
booming Balkan tappan drum and riq 
Bulgarian rhythms while performing together in their original Balkan-jazz ensemble, Kafana).

Kon-Tiki
account of a raft ride from Peru to Raroia in French Polynesia, in which he proved that a raft made of materials 

toppling the musical vessel upon landing. “Phoenix, Goodbye” is perhaps the “reverie-scape” that 
Gordon Marshall refers to in his review, and musically depicts the rebirth cycle of the Phoenix 

lap-style bodhran 
-

tammorra, 

exotica vibraphone player. This peaceful lullaby-like composition evokes haole images of the South Pacific that 
delicately float from left to right across the stereo field and oh-so-gently remind the listener to check that last 
email from Expedia about Hawaiian vacation packages.

Concerts:

és:

Other “Exotica for Modern Living” album releases:
The Unforgettable Sounds of Esquivel (Nov. 2010) – http://orchestrotica.com/album 

-
age pop arrangements. Orchestrotica.com • Facebook.com/orchestrotica • Twitter.com/orchestrotica
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